
New Contemporary Outsider Artist

SCULPTURE PAINTINGS CLOWNS LOLLIPOPS DRAWINGS AND MISFITS
Opening reception

Friday October 7th 6pm to late 

DJ OJRD DWEE spins unusual danceable tuneson 
A TENOR SINGING CLOWN 

IGGY BERLIN nightlife celebrity- clownflowerbirdIGGY BERLIN nightlife celebrity- clownflowerbird

A feverish dreamscape installation By Slaughter DK

Fever Dreams is an ode to Sigmund Freud’s 1919 essay on the uncanny.  

“ A fever dream is a strangely beautiful and familiar visual that your body experiences during its physically lowest point, it is 
simultaneous sweats and shivers that lead you down a rabbithole into another dimension of familiarity. This visual vocabulary 

relies on strange awareness of fantastical, horrifying, and nonsensical ideas that reside in our subconscious. 
According to Freud, ‘the strangely familiar’ is an idea derivative of the uncanny, and is a main theme when

 analyzing the psychology behind early horror films throughout the Hays Code Era.”  analyzing the psychology behind early horror films throughout the Hays Code Era.” 
SlaughterDK

Slaughter Dk's is a young multidisciplinary artist and deals with the human condition and yes!
 It's a dark condition and not one all of us are even aware of. 

With a collection of over 60 paintings and sculptures placed in simply a feverish dream state. 

Slaughter DK is heavily influenced by Pop Art and Expressionism, specifically German Expressionism. 
In his first solo exhibition at The Dollhaus II we are feverishly jumping in and out of Cubism, Dada, and conceptual art. 

with references to  William de Kooning, Marcel Du Champ and let us not forget drag culture. with references to  William de Kooning, Marcel Du Champ and let us not forget drag culture. 

Step right up! Step right up! Let's talk about these outsider artists clown paintings. 
From Wayne Gacy's clowns to William Moninet's clown paintings they are disturbing, 
like strange spirits, mysterious characters emerging from the depths of the psyche, 

which is why they scare most humans. Clowns convey pure
 emotion. Is the artist the ring master mistress of the circus or the audience just 
watching the scary circus of life passing by in these crazy uncertain times. 

Does it even matter? The clowns are a must for us at Dollhaus and we embrace allDoes it even matter? The clowns are a must for us at Dollhaus and we embrace all
 that is terrifying and clownish and hey we might even join the circus. 

These paintings are disturbingly fun.

Slaughter Dk has many obsessions but 'The Black Dahlia' is our favorite and rarely used as a subject these days.
 The Black Dahlia, was a woman found murdered 1947 in LA. Her murder was very well known due to the horrific nature of the crime, 

which included the mutilationof her corpse, which was bisected at the waist. DK continues to use this lady in their works and the macabre and gruesome is our desire this halloweeny. 
The paintings are beautifully painted and even grotesque in nature but somehow have been transformed to a beautiful landscape. The paintings are beautifully painted and even grotesque in nature but somehow have been transformed to a beautiful landscape. 

THE LOLLIPOPS
A strong theme of the artist and Popporific Art 

Like many artists the normal object of a lollipop can conjure up all sorts of fun and silliness. Place it in a feverish dreamscape and it becomes rather unearthly and creepy.
 It represents humanity in decline. Morton Wayne Thiebaud who painted candy/sweets, 

Slaughter DK also has a love of process and materials and textures and uses heavy mediums and materials with exaggerated colors to depict their subjects. Slaughter Dk has created a
 “production line” of large lollipop objects and items on display in this installation.  “production line” of large lollipop objects and items on display in this installation. 

We are reminded and refer to Felix Gonzalez Torres work "Untitled” (Portrait of Ross in L.A.) 1991, when we look at Slaughter DK's lollipops and the candy placed all 
over the Dollhaus installation. Torres piled up candy/sweets to create a mountain inviting the audience to take a piece out from the pile. 

The sweet and colorful joys of candy paradoxically express the artist’s pain of continuing to live beyond. We feel this in Slaughter DK's work as they work with the subconsciousness
 in a dream state with these large lollipops.

We think of Johnathon Paul aka Desire Obtain Cherish / DOC, originally a street artist with his lollipop sculptures placed on the street and in grand buildings who makes art about humans We think of Johnathon Paul aka Desire Obtain Cherish / DOC, originally a street artist with his lollipop sculptures placed on the street and in grand buildings who makes art about humans 
and their psychological states. It’s a sculpture of a perfect candy discarded, in fact, barely even tasted. Almost brand new, just melting in the sunlight.

 Simply discarded, as if our attention span was that of a child’s.”
Whereas Slaughter Dk manipulates their lollipops to bring us into the unknown parts of our psyche and explores our fears.

SLAUGHTER DK lives in Guttenberg, NJ and works in their studio in Union City, NJ.  
They work daily on their art work and is always experimenting and playing with new concepts, They work daily on their art work and is always experimenting and playing with new concepts, 

processes and ideas with his studio with Prince Albert the curly haired tarantula and Esteban the Mexican fire legged tarantula and oh the studio assistant Keisha the guinea pig! 

SLAUGHTER DK

FEVER DREAMS


